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-Printed Pattern--available at Richland Sewing Center  before the class (comes from Australia!)  
 
(Make large Tidy Tote plus one small basket and one large basket) You will need to quilt your fabric before class. 
Instructions will be provided below for the sizes of the quilted pieces. 
 
1 5/8 yards non directional fabric for outside of the bag (a busy pattern is best so that stitching doesn’t show) 

2 yards non-directional fabric for lining and handles (busy pattern is best here also) 

1 1/8 yard for binding ( I used a solid color but pattern or stripes work well) 

7/8 yard for large basket (can be 2 24 ½” x 21” pieces of fabric) 

5/8 yard for small basket (This is optional. I just have the large basket for mine) 

1 5/8 yards of 58” foam (or 2 pkgs 58” x 36”) This will make the Tidy Tote and two baskets. (I used Soft and Stable). The 

pattern calls for fusible but I did not use fusible) 

1 package coordinating mesh (from By Annie 18” x 54”). This will be on the outside of the Tidy Tote as well as the inside 

so choose a color accordingly--please let Jeannie know what color you would like 

2  30” open ended nylon zippers (also called sport zippers) These must be the kind that open and completely separate. 

2  14” nylon zippers (for inside pockets) 

3 yards fold over elastic (some on the top of the outside mesh pockets and some on the inside pockets) 

4 yards 1 ½” strapping for handles. This will be covered with fabric so color is not important. 

2  bag magnets (these have two pieces for each magnet) 

Set of 4 bag feet (optional – I did not use feet for mine) 

Two medium to large buttons and two elastic hair ties. (The buttons are sewn on the inside of the front. When opened, 

the hair ties are put over the buttons so that the front inside pockets are easily accessible) 

Below is the link for the 4-drawer Desktop Paper Organizer. The Tidy Tote we make in class is specifically designed for 

this drawer set. It is available at Container Store. If you cannot find this box, you could use a different box but it must be 

similar size (no bigger than this). 

https://www.containerstore.com/s/4_drawer-desktop-paper-

organizer/d?q=paper+strorage+drawers&productId=10036673 
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Other items: 

Sewing machine  with power cord and foot control   

standard sewing foot,  zipper foot, and quarter inch foot. 

Scissors, seam ripper 

Thread (depending on fabric choice, you may want a different color for the bobbin) 

Sewing clips (Clover clips) and pins (clips generally work better for this) 

Stiletto 

Hand sewing needles and thread if you want to hand sew the binding. (I machine stitched the binding after the first one I 

made) 

Size 80 or 90 top stitch needles for your machine 

Marking pen or chalk that can be seen on your fabric and is easily removable. 

Rulers (24” x 6 ½” and large square ruler if you have one): 

2 ½” circle for making corners 

Rotary Cutter with sharp blade 

Cutting mat or plan to use the classroom ones provided 

Quilting instructions 

You will make two quilt sandwiches for the main Tidy Tote. The dimensions given are the size to be quilted. You will cut 

them to correct size after quilting. We will cut them in class. 

You can use any quilting pattern that you choose. Since it is busy fabric a simple pattern works fine. You can just do 

straight line quilting or any other pattern that you choose. If you are doing heavy quilting, you should make your quilt 

sandwich a couple of inches larger to account for the shrinkage due to quilting. 

Quilt sandwich with main fabric, foam, and lining fabric. 1  13” x 52” and 1  19” x 42”  Bring your additional fabric so that 

you can cut your handles (or cut 2 64” x 3 ¾” strips for the handle covers). 

You will use the remaining fabric and foam for the bowls so be sure to bring all of your extra to class. 

 

 

 


